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We prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the transience of the nap-zero states in a 
non-homogeneous, coijtinuous time Markov branching process. The result is obtained by passing 
from results about the discrete time skeleton of the continuous time chain to the continuous time 
chain itself. An alternative proof of a result for continuous time Markov branching processes in 
random environments is then given, showing that earlier moment conditions were riot necessary. 
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1. Introduction 
In this note, we show how recent results for the discrete time 
Galton-Watson-Bienayme process in varying environments can be used to study 
the problem of almost sure convergence of a continuous time, non-homogeneous 
Markov branching process. The technique used is originally due to Kingman [S], 
and was later used by Conner in [l] to provide alrernative proofs for some classical 
limit laws for branching processes. We shall use the two theorems stated below. 
Theorem A. Let h (t) be a continuous function for t E [O, =). If lim,,, h (t-d) = c(S) 
exists for every S > 0, then lim,,, h (t) = c exists, and c (6) = c. 
he proof of Theorem A may be found in [S), and a slightly more general 
version, with prooi‘, is contained in reference [l]. We shall need a short definition 
before stating Theorem B. 
Definition 1.1. Let 
bt a sequence of probability generating functions, and let !Z&,, be a discrete time 
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Maricpv chain. 2, is called a non-homogeneous Galton- Watson-Bienayme' process 
generated ;/j’ the & if 
E(sZb+l 1ZO=i)=~O(~I(~+#&(s))~~~))i, Isjsl. 
Such a process has also been called a branchirg process in varying enoironments. A 
more detailed discussion, along with a summary of the basic results regarding such 
processes, may be found in [3]. We shall assume from now on, without loss of 
generality, that P(Z0 = 1) = 1. 
Theorem B. Let {Z,}z=, be a non-homogeneous branching process generated by the 
famiZy {& (~)}LL Then there is a non-negative integer (and possibly infinite) valued 
random variable 2, such that lim ll--+oD 2, = 2, a.s. If all pO( n ) C 1, &en 
JP(Z,=O)+P(Z, = w) < 1 if and only if xrSO(l - p,(n)) < 00. 
2. The non-homogeneous continuous time pocess 
Non-homogeneous continuous time Markov branching processes (C.T.M.B.P.) 
are discussed in detail in [2]. They are probably best defined according to the usual 
inficitesimal conditions. 
Definition 2.1, Let b(t) be a continuous, non-negative function on [0, oo), Let 
(pi (t)}T=O,ifL be a continuous family of probaoility distributions on the non-negative 
integers, i.e., for each i, pi(t) is a non-negative continuous function on [0, a), and for 
each t E [O, m), cm. izo,i#i pi(t) s 1. Let {Z,},M be the continuoIrs time Markov process 
with state space the non-negative integers satisfying P(Z,- Al = 0 12, = 0) = 1 and 
the followtng conditions for i a 1: 
p(z,+A, = k 1 Z, = i) = ib(t)pk-i+,(t)At + @At), k&-l, k#i, 
P(Z,+A, = i 1 Z, = i) = 1 - ib(t + o(At), 
P(Zr+ar =k(Z,=i)=o(At), k<i-1. 
Then 2, is called a non-homogeneous Markov branching process with lifetime 
paramet :r b(t) and time varying offspring probability distribution (pi(t)}~~O,i~~. (A 
discussiGn of regularity conditions for b(t) and pi(t) sufficient to insure the 
existence and uniqueness of 2, may be found in [2] ) 
The following result is well known and may also be found in [Z]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 2, be a non-homogeneous C.T.M.B.P., and let S > 0. Then 
{ Zti,}EcO is a discrete time :von-homogeneous branching process, called the discrete 
time skeleton of 2; associated with S. 
To simplify notation below, let 2: = Zne. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let 8 > 0 be fixed and let pff, = P(Zi+I = 0 1 Zf = 1). Then p$, < 1. 
Proof. 
l--p% =P(zg,,#op:= 1) 
2 P(Zu = 1, n6 S u .S (n + 1)s 1 Zf: = 1) 
b(s)ds] > 0. 
Thus Theorem B applies to any particular discrete skeleton to yield the following 
easy result. 
Theorem 2.4. Let 2, be a non-homogeneous C. T.M.B.P. Let li > 0 be fixed and let 
Zlf. be the associated discrete time skeleton. Then there exists a random variable ZE 
such that lim,,, Z”, = Zz as., and P(ZE = 0)+ P(ZE = w)< 1 if and only if 
X=,(1-pb,l)<~. 
3. Convergence as t -i, 00 
The argument below will show that the convergence above may be extended to 
convergence along almost all sample paths of the continuous time process. The 
proof is essentially acontinuous time version of the argument found in Lindvall[6]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let Z, be as above. 
(a) mere exists an extended valued rando&m variable Z, such that lim,,, Z, = Z, 
i’n distribution. 
(b) Let p”,, = P(Zi+* = 11 Z”, = 1). If there exists one So ~0 such that 
c:-O(l - pfkI)< 00 (resp. = a), then czSO(l - pzl) < 00 (resp. = m) for all 6 > 0. 
Proof. (a) Let F(s, t,, tz) = E(szfz 1 Zt, = l), where 1s 1 s 1, and let H(t, u) = 
F(e’“,O, t). Since the Z, process is continuous in probability, H(t, u) is continuous 
in the variable t for fixed u. Consider H(n6, u) = E(e-“=f 1 Z,-, = 1). By Theorem I!.4 
lim .,,H(nI$, u) = H’(u), where H’(u) = E(e-“ztI Z0 = 1). Theorem A implies 
lim,,, H(t, u) = H(u) and I?(u) = H(u). By the continuity theorem for Laplace 
transforms, there exists a random variable Z, such that lim,,, Z, r= 2, in distribu- 
tion, and Zf - = Z,,, in distribution for all 8 > 0. 
(b) This follows immediately from part (a) since, for any pair St, &, 
P(O<Z~<~)>O if and only if P(O< Z&+0. 
Lemma 3.2. F(s, r, t) ~2 E (s zl 1 Z, = l), for fixed r and t, is strictly increasing in the 
variable s. Thus the irmerse function defined by 
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F(F-‘(s, r, t), r, t) = F-‘(F(s, r, t), r, t) 
=s 
is well defined anJ strictly increasing in s. F-‘(s, t) = F-‘(s,O, t) is continuous in t for 
each fixed s. 
PrOOL Let pij (r, t ) ‘= P(Z, = j ( 2, = i). Since F(s, r, t) = IZP_0 slplj (r, t), it is suffi- 
cient to show p,,(r, t) >O. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, 
pll(r, t) 2 P(Z =l,rSu+Z,= l)=exp[ -1 b(s)ds]>O. 
To prove the continuity of F-‘(s, t) in the variable t, we argue as follows. Let t, be 
an arbitrary sequence such that lim,,, tn = t. Let A = limsup,,, F-‘(s, t,), and let 
&,}T=, be a subsequence such that limk_,, F-‘(s, tnk ) = A. Since F(u, t) is uniformly 
continuous for 0 s u c 1, and continuous in t, s = limk,, F(F-‘(s, tmk), t”,) = 
F(A, t). F(F-‘(s, t), t) = s and F(l\, 1) = imply A = F-‘(s, t), since F(u, t) is 
strictly increasing on 06uSl. ‘I ,le same argument shows that 
!im inf,,, F-‘(s, tn) = F-‘(s, t), thus proving continuity. 
We now construct a continuous time martingale analogous to the discrete time 
martingale used by Lindvall. Assume first that czzO(l - pf,) < 00 for all 6 > 0. Let 
q = lim,,, F(0, t). Since P(Z, = O)+ P(Z, = =) < I, lim,_,, F(s, t) = g(s) is strictly 
increasing for 0 s L - < 1. Thus there exists a value aa such that 4 < a0 < g(1) and a 
value so, where 0 c so < 1, such that g(s(,) = ao. Let a, = F- ‘(au, t). Clearly, aI --+ ~1. 
Theorem 3.3. If cE=,, (I - pf, ) < 30 for any S > 0, there exists a random variable 2, 
such that lim,,,. 2, = 2,: U. 
Proof. Let p, be the a-field generated by the collection of random variables 
{ZU, 0 :5 u G t}, and let Xl = aft. Note that 
F--‘(a,, U, t) = F-‘(F-‘(ao, 0, u), U, t) = [F(F(ao, u9 t),& U>]-’ =al. 
Thus we have for u s t, 
F.(X, 1 pu) = [F(n,, u: t)l”u a.s. 
Since 0 s n, s 1, and Z, is non-negative integer valued, we have 0 s E(X,) s 1. 
Thus X, is a non-negative martingale with respect to the g-fields /3, and must 
converge to an almost surely finite random variable Xp. Since ur --) so, we must have 
hm r-z 21 = X,/log so. 
It remains to settle the case where ~~,o(l - pt,) = x for all S ~0. Again, 
Lindvah’s proof can be modified to fit the continuous time model. We provide only 
a short sketch of the proof. By Lemma 3.1 lim,,, F(s, t) exists for 0 < s 6 1 and 
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4 = lim,,, F(0, t) s 1. One assumes, without loss of generality, that 4 < 1 and a 
generalized sequence { ~1~ }, B0 is defined so that a, 2 4 and X, = aft-- I&Y,) is a 
non-negative supermartingale with respect to the u-fields PI defined above. Again, 
there exists a random variable X such that lim,,,X, = X a.s. An easy argument 
shows that X = 0 as., implying that lim,,,Z, = CQ a.s. on the complement of 
E --) 6). 
The above results are summarized below, but with a necessary and sufficient 
condition which may be more easily checked. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Z, be a non -homogeneous C.T. M. B. P. Then there exists a random 
variable Z, such that lim,,, Z, = Z, a.s. One has P(Z, = 0) + P(Z, = ~0) c 1 if and 
only if St b(u)du < 00, where b(t) is the lifetime parameter for the process. 
Proof. Assume first that st b(u)du = 00. If P(Z, = 0)+ P(Z, = m) < 1, there must 
exist a value j, 0 <j < 30, such that P(Z, = j) >O. Since ZI is integer valued, we 
must have Z+) = j for all t 2 T(w) and o E {Z, --, j} = C’. Let 
D = (Z, is a non-zero, finite constant for aI\ sufficiently large t}. 
Then P(D)aP(C) >O. Let t, be a sequence such thitt t,, ---)m. Let A, = (2, is a 
finite, non-zero constant for t 3 tn}. Then 
P(A.)=$ P(Z,=k,twJ 
k=i 
=g P(Z,=k,t~r,~Z,, = k)P(Z,, = I.) 
&=I 
s 2 P(Zf = k, t 2 t, ) z,, =k) 
k=l 
=g,exp[ 411 b(u)du]=O. 
But D = Uzs, A, implies 0 < P(D) = lim,,, P(A, j = 0. The contradiction estab- 
lishes P(Z, = 0)+ P(Z, = k) = 1. 
Now assume that J:b(u)du < m. We show that xz=,, (I- p”,, ) <: ~0 for all 6 > 0. 
Note that 
pi1 =P(zlf+l=l)z:=l) 
aP(Z, = 1, n6 S u G in + 1)6 / Zf: = 1) 
[ I 
(n+1)6 
= exp - b(u)du . 
?lS 1 
Thus 
2 (l-p6,1)sg (l-exp[-~~~~‘16~(zQdu])_ 
n-0 n=O 
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The series on t!le right will converge if the infinite product 
converges to a non-zero number. But 
fiexp[ -~~+1’6b(u)d~]=exp[ -[b(u)du]>0 
if and only if JFb(u)du < 00. Thus we must have P(Z = 0)+ P(Z = a) < 1. 
Remarks. (1) The result shows that in reasonable non-homogeneous models, the 
non-zero integers in the state space continue to be transient states, as in the 
homogeneous case. 
(2) Theorem 3.4 provides an easy proof of the corollary below, which was 
originally proved by Kaplan in reference [4] under second moment conditions. See 
that reference for definitions of the terms used in the corollary, and for a precise 
statement of Kaplan’s moment conc%tions. 
Csrollary 3.5. Let Z1 be a continuous time Markov branching process in random 
environments. Then P(Zt --A 0) + P(Z, + 00) = 1. 
Proof. Let A = {w: st b(u,w)du = x}. Then P(A) = 1. Let 9 = a(b(u), 0~ u < 
00). If Q=P(Z,-+O/9)+P(Z,-+oo19), then Q= 1 a.s. on A. But P(A)=1 
implies E(Q) = 1. 
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